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Abstract: In this paper, the influence of scattering parameters on MIMO system capacity are discussed by de-

signing MIMO antennas. In principle, the capacity of MIMO system can be increased by installing a high num-

ber of antennas both at the transmitter and receiver. However, scattering parameters also play a vital role in 

the capacity of MIMO system. This behavior of capacity is observed in case of partially and fully correlated 

environment in the presence of scattering parameters. 
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I. Introduction 
In order to fulfil the requirement of growing technology, high data rate play a key role in wireless commu-

nication. The most promising of such a technology is Multiple Input Multiple Output, (MIMO) base antenna 
systems. MIMO system consist of wireless channels with multiple antennas both at the transmitter and receiver. 

The pioneer work of[1] [2] give the basic concept of MIMO antennas. By installing a high number of antennas 

at the transmitter and receiver, the capacity of MIMO would be enhanced compared with conventional commu-

nication systems such as single input single output (SISO), single input multiple output (SIMO), and Multiple 

input single output (MISO) [3] [4]. However, by increasing multiple antennas the signal correlation affects the 

channel capacity in partially and fully correlated environment[5]. 

 In this paper,we examine the capacity of MIMO in the correlated environment by using scattering parame-

ters. MIMO systems are very smart techniques in improving the capacity of wireless communication in the rich 

multipath atmosphere [6]. We obtained the scattering parameter matrix via Ansoft HFSS based antenna simula-

tion. In fact, we only consider the case of 22 MIMO to explain in detail the effect of scattering parameters on 

the capacity of MIMO in correlated environment. We focused our analysis of capacity for partially and fully 

correlation situation. The capacity of MIMO based antenna systems givesa reasonable increase in capacity by 
installing a high number of antennas at the transmitter and receiver side. However, this method introduces not 

only signal correlation [7], but envelope correlation as well [8]. Reflection and transmission coefficient of scat-

tering parameters are attained by designing microstrip patch antenna. The desired results to analyze the antenna 

performance are acquired by using a probe feed mechanism in patch antenna design. 

The plots of MIMO for two transmit and receive antenna are examined. We exploited scattering matrix 

with the help of scattering parameters of reflection and transmission using suggested design. Consequently, the 

effects of partially and fully correlated MIMO system on capacity by using scattering matrix are stud-

ied.Comparative analysis of the percentage decrease of capacity in the presence of scattering matrix is also ob-

served in Figure 5. The value against these Plots are shown in Table I. A detailed analysis proposed antenna and 

the expression of capacity in term of scattering parameters is presented in the next sections. 

 

Evaluation of MIMO Antennas 
The performance analysis of antenna such as Gain and Return Loss can be used to predict the behavior of 

MIMO based antenna array design. In [9], the author discuss that, correlation between the signals is a good 

measure to analyze a behavior of MIMO antenna system. The expression, which gives the correlation of complex 

signals, is referred as signal correlation [9]-[14]. The equation which gives the correlation co-efficient in case of 

MIMO antennas is dependent on the scattering parameters of reflection and transmission co-efficient which give 

birth to scattering matrix. This scattering matrix in term of correlation co-efficient ρ can be expressed as [13][14]. 
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𝜌
𝑠

=
−(𝑆11

∗ 𝑆12+ 𝑆21
∗ 𝑆22) 

 1−|𝑆11|2−|𝑆21|21−|𝑆22|2−|𝑆21|2
    (1) 

It can easily be noticed from Equation 1 that, the reflection and transmission co-efficient affect the performance of 

antenna in term of system capacity. This particular phenomenon of descent in capacity is discussed in this article.  

 

MIMO Antenna Design 
Consider a two element parallel placed patch antenna with respect to y-axis as shown in Figure 1. This 

antenna is designed for 2.6 GHz MIMO applications. This MIMO system is configured by using a probe feed 

mechanism in such a way that patch element 1 and 2 are placed parallel to each other. With the aid of Ansoft 

HFSS, length, width and height of each patch antenna is set at 60 mm, 20 mm and 12 mm respectively. Each 

patch is excited by using 1.2 mm thick 50 Ω probes. In this case, the ground planeis making conducted by 

deploying 0.5 mm thick copper sheet having dimension 120 × 90 mm2. The respective plots of gain and 

return loss are discussed in the next section. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Patch antenna array design of MIMO system  antenna array. 

 Simulated Results and Discussion of HFSS Based Design Antenna 
Consider a two element parallel placed patch antenna with respect to y-axis as shown in Figure 2. This antenna is 

designed for 2.6 GHz for MIMO applications. Return loss of -25dB and -26dB can easily be noticed for these 

parallel placed patch antenna elements 1 and 2. The gain of these patch antenna elements 1 and 2 with respect to 
isotropic antenna 7dBi which is presented in this simulated work as depicted in Figure3 At -1500 and 1500, the null 

point can easily be observed for phi 00 and 450and 900. Another important factor is the main lobe, which is ob-

served at 00 as shown in Figure 3. Moreover, Half Power Beamwidth (HPBW) of 4 dBi is also cleared in Figure 3. 
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Figure 2: Simulated return loss of MIMO system antenna array. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3: Simulated radiation pattern of MIMO system antenna array. 

 

Simulated Results and Discussion of Capacity Plots in the Presence of Scattering Parameters 
A brief description of MIMO capacity in the presence of scattering parameters is discussed. In fact, we only 

discussed 22  transmit and received MIMO antennas, as shown in Figure 4, less than 10bps/Hz of capacity is 

seen at and SNR of 20dB. This value goes down gradually as we move from right to left in the value of SNR.  

Rest of the cases, pictured in Figure4, show a relative decrease with respect to i. i. d. in capacity observed from 

-10dB to 20 dB. The descent of  capacity is the effect of  scattering matrix while using Equation 5. Moreover, at 

transmitter and receiver, the correlation matrices are defined as[15].  
𝐑𝑻 = 𝐑𝟏/𝟐(𝐑𝟏/𝟐)𝐇,        (2) 

 

𝐑𝐑 = 𝐑𝟏/𝟐(𝐑𝟏/𝟐)𝐇,        (3) 

 

Where „R‟ is the receive correlation matrix at transmitter and receiver. On the other hand the capacity equation for 

independent identically distribute channel matrix „H‟ is discussed in[16] 

𝑪 = 𝒍𝒐𝒈𝟐  𝒅𝒆𝒕  𝑰𝑵𝒓 + 
𝑷𝒕

𝑵𝟎𝑵𝒕
𝑯𝑯𝑯  𝒃𝒑𝒔/𝑯𝒛.   (4) 

 

In addition, in the presence of scattering parameters the modified form of capacity equation is elaborated 

in[17]-[19] 

𝑪 = 𝒍𝒐𝒈𝟐  𝒅𝒆𝒕  𝑰𝑵𝒓 +  
𝑷𝒕

𝑵𝟎𝑵𝒕
𝝋𝒓𝑯𝑯𝑯  𝒃𝒑𝒔/𝑯𝒛,  (5) 

where 𝑰𝑵𝒓 is the identity matrix of number of received antenna as. 𝑷𝒕 is transmit power and 𝑯 is the channel 

matrix, 𝑯𝑯 is the conjugate transpose of channel matrx, 𝝋𝒓 is the received correlation matrix in term of scat-
tering parameters and defined as[19] 

𝝋𝒓 =  
𝟏 𝝆𝒔

𝝆𝒔
∗ 𝟏

 ,  

where 𝝆𝒔 is shown in Equation(). It is valid only when perfect channel state information is available at receiver 

[20].The percentage decrease in capacity with respect to scattering matrix for 22  MIMO is depicted in Figure 5. 

These plots shown pointing to point descent in capacity with respect to SNR value in dB. For 22  MIMO an-

tenna system less than 80 percentage decrease in capacity is cleared in case of partially and fully correlated en-

vironment. This value goes down and reaches 30, 20 and 10 percent in capacity, by looking in the value of SNR 

at 20 dB. The values against this decrease are shown in Table(I). 
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Figure 4:Comparision of  i.i.d. and correlated 2×2 MIMO  

channel in the presence of scattering parameters. 

 

 

Figure 5: % age reduction in capacity from i.i.d. for 2×2 MIMO 

channel. 

 

II. Conclusions 

In this paper, we exposed the analysis of correlated MIMO channels using scattering parameters. The scat-

tering matrix is extracted using scattering parameters obtained from proposed MIMO antenna design. Then the 

comparative analysis of 22 MIMO system is discussed. In fact, we elaborated the capacity of the MIMO an-

tenna array in partially and fully correlated atmosphere. This environment of capacity is compared with i.i.d. in 

the presence of scattering matrix for the above mentioned cases. These observations are shown in Figure 4. The 

decline in percentage is also elaborated in Figure 5. The value against these descents of percentage is shown in 

Table I. 

 

Table I  % age decrease in capacity for Nt = Nr= 2 in the presence of scattering parameters 
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